356	CLIMATE AND LIFE
B.	Make notes as to days when you work especially well or poorly.
C.	After your record is well started plot on a single sheet the following conditions:
(i) outside temperature: (2) change in outside temperature in 24 hours; (3) inside
temperature; (4) strength of the wind.
D.	Study the record to see what happens both to it and to you from day to day,
paying special attention to cyclonic storms and tropical and polar air masses.
2.	On an outline map of the world indicate by dots the desert and semi-arid
regions having a rainfall of less than 20 inches per year.   Trace on this map the
summer isotherm of 75°   (July, A88, in the northern hemisphere, and January,
AS;, in the southern), putting it halfway between the 70° and 80° isotherms as
shown on the maps.   Insert also the winter isotherm of 20°.   Now shade the lands
between the two isotherms wherever the 20° isotherm lies farther from the equator
than the 75° isotherm.   What does your map indicate as to the extent and location
of regions where neither the summer nor the winter has long-continued harmful
extremes of temperature and where there is rain enough for agriculture? •   How
would your map be altered if you made allowance for the fact that the isotherms
in A87 and ASS have been reduced to sealevel, and therefore indicate tempera-
tures much higher than really prevail in regions at high elevation (see page 89) ?
Do the same thing again, using isotherms of 30° and 70°.
 3.	In Bartholomew's Meteorological Atlas, Huntington's Civilization and Climate,
or some other book, find a map of the distribution of storms.   Compare this with
6352, showing the distribution of civilization, and record your conclusions.
 4.	On an outline map of the world indicate by a solid line the 70° isotherm for
summer and by a dotted line the 70° isotherm for winter.   Shade the lands between
these two lines.   How do the size and location of the shaded areas compare in the
two hemispheres?    What does this indicate as to the variability of climate north
and south of the equator?    Which has the advantage?    Why?.  Compare your
map with the map of civilization, 6352, and draw conclusions.
 5.	Look up the following aboriginal people: (a) Kaffirs; (I?) Bantus; (c) Maoris;
(d) Australian Aborigines.   Indicate on a map of the world the places where each
of them was originally most numerous.   What specific climatic influences help to
account for the diverse abilities of the four races?

